November 23, 2021

Dear Members of the NJ Legislature,

On behalf of the business community, we are writing to you in opposition to Governor Murphy’s conditional veto of Assembly Bill No. 4630, which will require the State and other public entities to include labor harmony agreements as part of any contract it enters with retail and distribution projects. The conditional veto recommendations do not address the concerns of the business community. If signed into law, this legislation will increase costs for future owners and tenants of retail and distribution centers, including small businesses, and stifle overall business growth and development.

This legislation places an undue burden on future retail and distribution center projects by imposing an additional mandate that will drive up the cost of doing business in New Jersey. Contractors and subcontractors will be required to enter into labor harmony agreements for a period of no less than 5 years if they wish to work on qualifying projects. While the bill requires contractors to enter into agreements, the actual labor harmony agreements do not apply to the construction stage of the project, but only to the retail and distribution operations of the subsequent occupants of the buildings.

In his conditional veto of the bill, Governor Murphy recommended a revision to increase the minimum employee threshold for retail establishments from 10 employees to 20. This revision would still subject the workforces of the vast majority of new retail and distribution centers to labor harmony agreements. Because the threshold is so low, this bill will apply to most small businesses and harm main street redevelopment efforts.

The additional costs associated with this type of long-term agreement can discourage and outright deter new business owners and retail and distribution tenants from operating in New Jersey by mandating collective bargaining with employee unions, costing thousands of job opportunities in our state. By expanding collective bargaining and scaring off new retail and distribution centers, this legislation will also hurt New Jersey’s construction industry by limiting new projects.

According to the bill, the expansion of labor harmony agreements for these types of projects is necessary due to the State’s proprietary interest in their success. Proprietary interest is broadly defined and even includes small financial incentives awarded to projects by the State or other public entities. This broad definition will vastly expand the scope of what establishments will be subject to labor harmony agreements, even to those in which public entities have minimal interest and risk exposure.

If this bill is enacted:

- Distribution centers that provide hundreds of jobs and opportunities for career advancement for New Jerseyans may choose to build in neighboring states or move their operations when it came
time to renegotiate agreements with the state or other public entities in order to maintain lower operating costs.

- Entrepreneurs seeking to open a retail establishment on main street would have to contend with collective bargaining demands if they receive any public financial incentives as they get their business off the ground.
- Redevelopment projects seeking to revitalize abandoned shopping centers or other under-utilized spaces will struggle to attract new tenants willing to contend with yet another costly labor mandate.

This expansion of labor harmony requirements is not necessary or beneficial to protect minimal public interests at the expense of stalling business development and job creation when our state needs it most. For these reasons, we urge you to oppose concurrence with Governor Murphy's conditional veto of A-4630.

If you have any questions or would like to further discuss our concerns, please contact Chrissy Buteas, NJBIA Chief Government Affairs Officer at cbuteas@njbia.org.
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